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Introduction

• Owner and Technical Manager @ ZX Security

• Penetration testing firm based in Wellington

• “We hack stuff”

• 24 staff with a variety of specialist skills



Presentation overview

• Risks with giving increased numbers of staff remote access to 
the network

• What’s       in the cyber crime world

• Compromised environment case studies during lockdown

• Insight into what a hacker actually does on your network

• Security controls you can put in place



Risks



Risks – Poor Passwords

• Staff member chooses a poor password (or 
reuses passwords), resulting in an attacker
guessing it and gaining access to your systems



Risks – Lack of Two-factor Authentication

• Users password is phished (or guessed) but there is 
no two-factor authentication in place to stop a 
malicious user from accessing the victims account



Risks – Compromised Home User

• Staff members home device is compromised
due to poor hygiene, when they access the 
network via remote access the attacker gains
access too



Risks – Unpatched Systems

• You forgot to patch your remote access
software and an attacker uses a published 
vulnerability to gain access to your network



Risk – Backups Failed / Non-existent

• You aren’t performing on-site, and/or off-site backups

• Restoring from backups failed

• You just got ransomwared, went to check your backups and 
realised they haven’t been running for 7 months. 



Case Studies & Insight





Targeted – SIM swapping

• CERT NZ received a cluster of reports of SIM swapping attacks 
in Q4 2019, where attackers were able to gain access to the 
victim’s online bank accounts. 

• Around 10 attacks were carried out

• The average financial loss from these attacks was $30,000. 



What is SIM Swapping?

• SIM swap attacks (also known as SIM porting or SIM hijacking) 
are where an attacker uses social engineering techniques to 
manipulate a mobile phone provider into porting a mobile 
phone number from a genuine customer’s SIM card to the 
attacker’s SIM card. 

• The attacker can then receive all SMS messages and voice 
calls intended for that customer.









Change in ransomware crew modus operandi 



DOJ running a bounty program

• The U.S. Justice Department 
offered a $5 million bounty for 
information leading to the 
arrest and conviction of a 
Russian man indicted for 
allegedly orchestrating a vast, 
international cybercrime 
network that called itself “Evil 
Corp” and stole roughly $100 
million from businesses and 
consumers. 





Legality's of paying ransoms

• The Treasury Department’s role in this action is key 
because it means the United States has now imposed 
economic sanctions on Yukabets and 16 accused 
associates, making it a crime to transact with them





Garmin

• Garmin systems were down for days

• No customer communication

• Ransom rumored to be $10 million

• In big trouble with treasury dept. for 
paying the ransom

• Payment was reportedly made via an 
intermediary called Arete IR



Case Study - Ransomware

• During lockdown an environment was compromised and a 
large number of servers had Ransomware installed on them

• The attacker brute-forced a users Citrix (remote access) 
password, accessed the network and began installing the 
ransomware



What is a password brute force?

• We find the systems you are running on the internet 

• Outlook Web Access

• Remote Access

• We find a list of your staff 

• LinkedIn

• Corporate website

• We try really dumb passwords, slowly, until one works.



During the penetration test it was possible to 
guess more than 30 users’ passwords, weak 

examples included ”Welcome1” and 
”Password1”.



What’s next?

• If we were bad.. 

• We might commit some form of fraud based 
on the account we got access to (email)

• Or install ransomware (if we have remote)

• If we are smarter, we might go after some data 
on the network, so we need to start “pivoting” 
now.



What is pivoting?



Customers network – hard on the outside



Soft’n’squishy on in the inside



Within three hours of the password cracking 
beginning, ZX Security obtained passwords for

3798 accounts, out of a possible 5843. 
This is over 65% of accounts



Of the 5843 total password hashes, two particularly 
bad cases of password duplication identified were:

• company_name01 - used 284 times

• Company_name01 - used 113 times



What is password cracking

• We obtain a copy of the 
encrypted passwords

• Using the combined power 
of multiple CPU’s or graphics 
cards, we make guesses at 
the password

• At a rate of 38,000 million 
guesses a second







So very squishy





Security Controls



Security Control – Password Policy

• 10 characters minimum

• Force reset all passwords – ensuring all accounts are updated

• Remove aging requirements – these don’t make passwords 
better

• Don’t allow users to set easily guessed passwords (that still 
meet your complexity requirements)

• Test yourself with a password spray! 



Microsoft Attack Simulator – Password Spray Attack



Security Control - Password Manager



Security Control – Poor Hygiene

• Use Microsoft tools (InTune) or Remote Access policy to 
ensure staff meet a minimum standard before connecting via 
remote access

• Windows 10

• Latest patches installed

• Microsoft Defender (antivirus) installed + up to date



Security Control – Unpatched Systems

• Ensure someone is receiving security alerts from the vendor 
any that makes your remote access product

• Any security updates are either installed automatically, or 
within 48 hours of release (sooner if you can manage it)



Security Control – Browsers 

• Use an adblocker like uBlock Origin

• Use private mode in your browser

• Banking

• Accounting 



Security Control - Two-factor Authentication



Security Control - Two-factor Authentication

• SMS for 2FA is better than nothing

• But if the option is available, consider using an alternative 
method (e.g. apps) 



Backups

• Backups, backups, backups

• Dropbox, Onedrive, Google Drive

• Backups



Conclusion



NZ finally has a stick to whack naughty businesses with



Mandatory Data Breach Disclosure

• Even though the fine is moderate - $10,000

• The reputational risk is far worse

• Don’t be the example

• Invest some of that profit in your IT systems

• Its better to be proactive than reactive

• Cyber security isn’t there to increase your value, its there to 
retain it.



Email: simon@zxsecurity.co.nz
LinkedIn: Simon Howard
Twitter: @bogan
----------------------------------------
Website: zxsecurity.co.nz

Thank You


